1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with a new mathematical theory of plastic flow for an isotropic, incompressible strain-hardening material exhibiting a gradual transition from the elastic to the plastic state. The discussion is restricted to states of stress and strain which can be reached by a single loading, followed by at most one partial or complete unloading.
s
Si I -Cii g 0ij<7kk ■ As usual, repeated indices indicate summation in accordance with the summation convention of tensor calculus; 5,-,-is the Kronecker delta, tif is the strain tensor, E = 2eijeij/3 the strain intensity, G0 the shear modulus in the elastic range, and p = p(E) an arbitrary function depending on the material. Variables with asterisks indicate the rates of change of these variables with respect to a parameter t which may be thought of as time.3 Stress-strain relations of the type (2.1) may be called stress theories of plastic *Received Aug. 13, 1948 . The results presented in this paper were obtained in the course of research conducted under contract sponsored jointly by the Office of Naval Research and the Bureau of Ships.
his terminology was introduced by A. A. Ilyushin [1] , (Numbers in square brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper).
2The author is indebted to W. Prager for the form of this relation which was introduced in [3] . 3Since Eq. (2.1) is homogeneous in the rates of change, no viscosity effects are introduced, and the equation remains unchanged if t is replaced by any monotonically increasing function t, i.e. by any other parameter which increases with increasing t. [Vol. VII, No. 2 Jlow in contrast to strain theories of plastic flow such as are treated in [2, Sec. 2], Equation (2.1) is to apply for "loading" only. The precise meaning of this term for states of combined stress will be given later.
The arbitrary function p{E) in Eq. (2.1) can be determined for a particular material from the stress-strain diagram in simple tension. Denoting the tensile stress by <r and the corresponding unit extension by e, the results of such a test for the type of material being considered here is given in Fig. 1 . The stress-strain relation (2.1) reduces to the single equation 0" The stress-strain relation for unloading will be assumed to be given by the differentiated form of Hooke's law:
Under combined states of stress and strain, loading may occur in certain portions of a body and unloading in others, so that it becomes necessary to establish some sort of loading-unloading criterion. For that purpose we will assume that loading takes place wherever fader a > 0, and unloading wherever tada%i < 0. If we multiply Eq. (2.1) by the strain tensor, we find that <r?,.€,.,. = | E*(G0 -Ep(E)) > 0 (2.7)
for loading. On the other hand, all along the stress-strain curve of Fig. 1 Eq. (2.6) shows that the unloading criterion is E* < 0. The stress-strain relations for loading and unloading can be combined into one expression, namely si-= 2G"ef, -ip(E)eii(E* + | E* |) (2.9) which reduces to Eq. (2.1) when E* > 0 and to (2.6) when E* < 0.
3. Uniqueness of solution. With the aid of two lemmas which are to be established in this section the following uniqueness theorem will be proved.
Theorem. For a given state of strain e,-,-throughout the body, and given velocities u* on the surface such that the surface integral of the normal velocity component vanishes, the rate of change of strain e* is uniquely determined throughout the body. Lemma 1. Let €i(-be some fixed state of strain throughout the body, and e*/ and e*" two arbitrary sets of strain rates which satisfy the condition of incompressibility. Furthermore, let of/ and of/' be the corresponding stress rates obtained from the stressstrain relation (2.9). Then («?/ -6?/')(of/ -a*!') > 0 holds throughout the body independent of whether there is local loading or unloading.
Proof. Setting d* = e*/ -«*/' and noting that d*(af/ -of/') = d*(sf/ -s*"), we find from Eq. (2.9), that dUsV ~ «f/0 = 2Gtidfidti ~ frWUiAE*' -E*" + | E*' \ -\ E*" |}. where u'f = u*' on the boundary. Since of-and a*', the corresponding rates of change of stress obtained from Eq. (2.9), represent solutions, they must satisfy the equations of equilibrium, of,-,,-= 0 and of/,-= 0. It is assumed that no body forces exist. All the conditions of Lemma 2 being satisfied, we can conclude that f (<*■ -eff)(<r*j -a*') dv= f (uf -uf'Hri ~ <rf/)n,-dS.
But since on the surface u* = uf the surface integral vanishes and hence the volume integral also. On the other hand, by Lemma 1 the volume integral is greater than zero, unless e* = €*/. Thus, the solution e* must be unique.
4.
A minimum principle for loading throughout the body. We shall confine ourselves in this section to the case in which loading takes place throughout the entire body. We denote existing strains by ejf and the solution, i.e., the strain rates which actually occur, by e* . These strain rates must satisfy the following: 1) the equation of equilibrium -0,
2) e?t = 0,
3) e* = + uf,i), and
where u* equals the prescribed boundary values on the surface S. Let «*/ be an arbitrary set of strain rates which satisfy the conditions:
2) «*' = 4 («*,'; + and
where uf = uf on the surface. With these restrictions on the natural strain rates e?,-and the admissible strain rates e?/ the following minimum principle can be established.
Minimum Principle.
[ tfjcfi dv < f e*'a*/ J y J y dv when a*i and of/ are obtained from ef, and e?/, respectively, by means of the stressstrain relation (2.9). Equality holds if and only if e* = e*/.
In proving this principle we use the following lemma. Lemma 3. For the stress rates and strain rates introduced above e* n*! = t? c» 1 U 11 • Proof. From e*crf/ = «*s*/ and ef/c* = ef/sf, , the lemma is obtained by applying Eq. (2.9) for E* > 0 and E*' > 0. The equality also holds when E* < 0 and E*' < 0.
We note that Lemma 3 would not hold if, for instance, e* were to constitute loading and c*/ unloading. Returning to the minimum principle it follows from Lemma 1 that For the case where loading occurs in a sub-domain of the body and unloading occurs everywhere else,4 some of the arguments presented in Sec. 4 are no longer valid because Lemma 3 cannot be applied throughout the body. Since the actual surface of separation between the two domains of loading and unloading for t% is not known, the surface which separates the regions of loading and unloading for tf/ is in general distinct from the actual surface. Accordingly, the domain V is divided by these surfaces into what we assume to be four normal subdomains, namely F++ , F_+ , F+_ , and V ; the first of the two subscripts refers to the actual state, and the second to the artificial state, the plus sign denoting loading and the negative sign unloading.
Both In the domains V-+ and V+-, we have pE*E*' < 0 since p(E) > 0 (see (2.8)).
4It is assumed here that the domains of loading and unloading separate the body into two normal regions. This condition is not necessary and is introduced for the purpose of simplification only. Thegeneralization to any finite number of normal regions is immediate-We conclude that the inequality f e* of, dv < [ ef/afj dv J y J y holds even in this more general case, whenever the artificial state is made to constitute loading in those regions where the actual state constitutes loading. In this case there is no V+-domain.5 6. Stress-strain relations for a theory of plastic deformation. The customary stressstrain relations [6, p. 75] Comparison between the two plastic theories. Consider a solid composed of a strain-hardening material which is deformed from a state of zero stress and strain by an equilibrium system of surface stresses such that loading occurs throughout the body. We assume that the relation between stress and strain in simple tension for the material, as given by the series expansion The possibility of solving these non-linear partial differential equations for a a and Ui in closed form is remote for most practically important problems. The procedure to be used in this paper assumes that the solutions may be represented by power series expansions of the form These equations represent the basic equations for an incompressible elastic body, for which the existence [7, 8] and uniqueness [9, pp. 92, 93] are known. We assume that the linear equations (7.3) can then be integrated either in closed form or by some numerical method to yield o-j)' and M;1'. Substituting Eqs. where we introduce a fictitious body force expressed in terms of the solution of the first system of Eqs. (7.3). It is readily seen that all other unknown coefficients in the expansions (7.1) can be calculated from sets of equations similar in structure to Eqs.
(7.5).
Carrying out an analogous procedure in the case of the basic equations of the plastic deformation theory we find that the calculation of the unknown coefficients of the linear terms in i of expansions (7.1) reduces, as for the flow theory, to the solving of Eqs. We thus find that the two theories give solutions which are identical as far as the terms linear and cubic in t are concerned. The next higher order approximation will produce a difference between the solutions as given by the flow and deformation theories. For the flow theory, we have Sfj -2Cr0e,-,-+ -a3£/ne,-,-+ -a3Ei3e,-, + -a5/'ynf,,-, (7.6) and for the deformation theory 4' = 2Gd? + | a3Ellf\? + | a3E13e^ + ~ aM?.
Thus, from this stage on, the two theories will differ as a rule. 8. Conditions for similarity. In order that the fifth order terms be the same for both theories, so that the solutions agree up to the terms of fifth order, we have the If-we define as the normalized tensor of e,,-, condition (8.3) states that thê normalized tensors eJJ' and must be identical. Substituting this value of t"' into the stress-strain relations for s"' and adding a further restriction that e,T = BeV, (8.4) we find that now the two theories are identical for seventh order terms. Thus the first four terms of the expansion for s,-, , i.e., Sij = s^t + sift3 + s^f + s<JY are identical for both theories whenever Higher order agreement may be obtained by similar restrictions. It is of interest to determine conditions under which the actual solutions as given by the theories of plastic flow and plastic deformation, and not as approximated by a finite number of terms of expansions (7.1), are identical. Differentiating the plastic deformation equations II with respect to time and comparing with the plastic flow equations I, we find that there is no difference between the theories if 2-E*eit-= 0. (8.6) This condition is fulfilled if e"-= $\x, y, z)g(t), where g(t') is a monotonically increasing function of t. The two theories thus are seen to furnish identical predictions if the ratios between the various strain components at a generic point remain constant throughout the loading process.
